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Abstract: Hydrodynamic coefficients strongly affect the dynamic performance of underactuated unmanned
surface vehicle ( USV) ． Towing tank test is the traditional approach to identify these coefficients，however，
the obtained values are not completely reliable since experimental difficulties and errors are involved． In
this paper，an extended Kalman filter ( EKF) method and a least squares ( LS) method are proposed，only
using onboard sensor data for identification of a small underactuated USV． The vehicle prototype as well as
the system integration is delineated． Performance of the identification is evaluated by comparing the esti-
mated coefficients，and the feasibility and accuracy of the proposed approach is demonstrated by simula-
tion．
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1 Introduction

Technology of unmanned surface vehicle ( USV)

is rather new in contrast to other unmanned marine ve-
hicles ( UMVs) ，such as autonomous underwater vehi-
cle ( AUV ) which was first developed in the early
1960s and remotely operated vehicle ( ROV) which be-
gan to be mature in the early 1980s［1］． However，ex-
perts and organizations have realized the potential of
USVs due to their capacity of carrying out various mis-
sions as follows:

·Scientific uses Oceanographic surveys，sea-
floor mapping，environmental monitoring，platform to
predict natural disasters;

·Civil uses Target searching and rescue，ma-
rine resources discovery，network notes for fisheries

management，group of meteorological stations;
·Military uses Harbor defense，mine counter-

measures，maritime security，weapon delivery;

·Other uses Educational use，cooperative mis-
sions with other autonomous vehicles such as AUVs and
ROVs，educational use，etc．

Path following and tracking missions of underactu-
ated vehicles with enhanced maneuverability and con-
trollability usually require an accurate mathematical
model． Recently，work has been reported on practical
approach for USV modeling［2，3］，identification of hy-
drodynamic coefficients using estimation-before-model-
ing technique［4］，identification and adaptive control for
a model ship［5］，etc． Traditional approach to obtain
hydrodynamic coefficients depends on the towing tank
tests which fit the scope of small vehicles or scaled
model vehicles． By towing the vehicle at many different
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velocities with zero acceleration and zero input forces，
and then repeating the same processes with the
thrusters activated，a succession of towing tests are u-
sually complex and expensive for identification of US-
Vs．

Northwest Polytechnical University ( NWPU) has
developed an USV for the purpose of path following
control and cooperative missions． This paper addresses
problem of estimating the hydrodynamic coefficients
and thruster model using only onboard sensor data． The
contributions of this paper can be summarized as fol-
lows:

·An extended Kalman filter ( EKF) method and
a least squares ( LS) method to identify the USV model
are presented，only using the data acquired by the
mechatronic system．

·The system integration of NWPU USV is en-
hanced by increasing the capacity of autonomous navi-
gation and real-time operation．

·Identified results by simulations are compared
to obtain an assessment of the feasibility and accuracy
for the proposed approaches．

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows． In Section 2，the problem formulation for nonlin-
ear model of the underactuated vehicle to be identified
is presented． In Section 3，an EKF method and a LS
method to estimate hydrodynamic coefficients is presen-
ted． Next，a mechatronic system is introduced to ob-
tain the needed data，and simulation results are illus-
trated in Section 4． Finally，conclusions are outlined
in Section 5．

2 Problem formulation

This section describes the vehicle and thruster
model of USV，and provides the formulation of system
identification problem．
2. 1 Vehicle modeling

For the motion description of the USV，we define
a body-fixed frame { B} and a global coordinate frame
{ E} as shown in Fig． 1． In the body-fixed frame，the
dynamic equation of USV can be described as［6］:

Mν + C( ν) ν + D( ν) ν = τ + ω ( 1)

where M，C( ( ν) and D ( ν) are the inertia matrix，

the Coriolis and Centripetal matrix，and the damping
matrix，respectively，and ν is the velocity of the USV，

τ is the vector of the input signals，and ω is the vector
of external disturbances．

Fig． 1 USV model

Without loss of generality，we assume that the
USV motion is restricted to the horizontal plane，name-
ly，neglecting pitch，roll and heave． Then，with no-
menclature indicated in Table 1，
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where m11 = m － X u，m22 = m － Yv，m23 = mxG － Yr，m32

=mxG － Nv，m33 = Iz － Nr，d11 = － Xu － X | u | u | u |，d22 =
－ Yv － Y | v | v | v |，d23 = － Yr － Y | r | r | r |，d32 = － Nv － N | v | v

| v |，d33 = － Nr － N | r | r | r | r． The notation of SNAME［7］

is used in this expression．
Table 1 Nomenclature

Symbol Description Unit
u Linear velocity in surge m·s － 1

v Linear velocity in sway m·s － 1

r Yaw velocity rads －1

τ1 Force in surge N
τ2 Moment in yaw Nm
x Position in surge m
y Position in sway m
ψ Yaw rad
m Weight of the USV kg

·007·
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It is obvious that there is no control input in the
sway direction，so this USV is an underactuated vehi-
cle，namely，with more degrees of freedom to be con-
trolled than the number of control actuators． Position of
the USV in global coordinate frame { E} can be de-
scribed as:

= J( ) ν ( 2)

where =［x，y，ψ］T is the generalized position of the
USV，and the transformation matrix J related through
the functions of Euler angles can be described as

J( ) =
cosψ － sinψ 0
sinψ cosψ 0







0 0 1

( 3)

2． 2 Thruster modeling
In recent years， the modeling and control of

thruster systems in marine vehicles have received wide
attention in the literature ［8-10］．

As thruster dynamics can be neglected with re-
spect to the vehicle dynamics［11］，the thruster model
might be described as a function of the angular speed
of the propeller and the linear velocity of the vehicle in
the thruster direction［6］:

T = Cnn | n | － Cvva | n | ( 4)

where T is the actuator force produced by a single pro-
peller，n and va are the propeller revolution rate and
the velocity of the fluid through the propeller，respec-
tively，and Cn and Cv are unknown positive constants．
In low-speed applications，the bilinear model can be
approximated as:

T = Cτn | n | ( 5)

where Cτ is an unknown positive constant．
Assuming that the actuator forces of the USV are

generated by two same thrusters with revolutions per
second and respectively． The yaw moment is deter-
mined by differential propeller revolution rates． This
relationship can be described as:

T1 = Cτn1 | n1 | T2 = Cτn2 | n2 | ( 6)

τ1 = T2 + T2 τ2 = B( T1 － T2 ) /2 ( 7)

where T1 and T2 are actuator forces produced by the
two propellers，respectively，and B is the distance be-
tween the propellers．
2． 3 Group of coefficients

The basic functions of the underactuated vehicle

such as to keep its position at a fixed point and to fol-
low predefined way-points require to obtain the un-
known coefficients in the presented model above． In
detail，the following coefficients in Table 2 are expec-
ted to be estimated．

Table 2 Coefficients to be estimated

Type Coefficients terms

Linear damping Xu，Yv，Yr，Nv，Nr

Added mass X u，Y v，Y r，N v，N r

Quadratic damping X | u | u，Y | v | v，Y | r | r，N | v | v，N | r | r

Thruster coefficients Cτ，Cn，Cv

3 Identification method

Identification methods based on continuous-time
model and discrete-time model have been both exten-
sively used in nonlinear model estimation． An advan-
tage of using the discrete-time model consists in the fa-
cility to implement related algorithms on computers，
while continuous-time model described by a set of dif-
ferential equations is more direct and much easier to be
used into an identification algorithm．

In this section，the hydrodynamic coefficients are
estimated by two methods，EKF and LS． The first
method is based on the augmented state-space equa-
tions while the second is based on nonlinear dynamics
differential equations．
3． 1 EKF method

The Kalman filter can perfectly estimate the state
variables in nonlinear stochastic cases，and particular-
ly，unknown parameters can be estimated by converting
them to state variables in format．

The nonlinear dynamics equation ( 1) is rewritten
as follows

v = f( v，θ) + ω1 ( 8)
θ = ω2 ( 9)

and this state equation can be described in discrete-
time model:

νk+1 = f( νk，θk ) + ω1k ( 10)

θk+1 = θk + ω2k ( 11)

where vk∈Rn and θk∈Rp are the generalized velocity
and the unknown coefficients to be estimated，respec-
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tively，ω1k∈Rn and ω2k∈Rp are zero-mean process
noise sequences．

Together with the measurement equation，the aug-
mented state-space model can be expressed in form as:

xk+1 = νk+1

θk+
[ ]

1

+
f( νk，θk )

θ[ ]
k

+ ω1k

ω2
[ ]

k

( 12)

yk = h( xk ) + ω3k ( 13)

where xk∈Rn + p and yk∈Rm are the state vector and
the measurement vector，respectively，ω3k is a zero-
mean measurement noise sequence．

Using the above system，the discrete-time EKF
technique can be applied to estimate the vector of un-
knowns θ． The Kalman filter for equations ( 5) ～ ( 12)

is summarized as follows:
Time update:

x̂k+1 / k = f( x̂k ) ( 14)

Pk+1 / k = FkPkF
T
k + Qk ( 15)

Measurement update:

Kk+1 = Pk+1 / kH
T
k+1 ( Hk+1Pk+1 / kH

T
k+1 + Rk+1 ) －1

( 16)

x̂k+1 = x̂k+1 / k + Kk+1［yk+1 － h( x̂k+1 / k ) ］ ( 17)

Pk+1 = ( I － Kk+1Hk+1 ) Pk+1 / k ( 18)

where P and K are the error covariance and the gain
matrix，respectively，Q and R are the process noise
covariance and the measurement noise covariance，re-
spectively．

On condition that the system is observable at any
tk ＞ 0，and Q and R in the equations ( 14) ～ ( 15) are
both positive definite，the parameters vector θ can be
estimated by extended Kalman filter equations ( 13) ～
( 17) ． The state variable can yield to x =［u，v，r，Xu，

Yv，Yr，Nv，Nr，…，N | v | v，N | r | r］
T ． The output variables

are chosen as velocity measurements such as y =［u，v，
r］T，while acceleration measurements also can be
used．
3． 2 LS method

Another description of dynamics equation ( 1 ) is
as follows［6］:

m( u － vr － xGr
2 ) = X ( 19)

m( v + uv + xG r = Y ( 20)

Iz r + mxG ( v + ur) = N ( 21)

where X，Y，and N represent the total surge force，

sway force， and yaw moment， respectively，which
takes into account the forces exerted on the USV by the
propulsion system，and the hydrodynamic effects from
hull movements．

The uncoupled model structure for the force terms
can be described as［5］:

X = X u u + Xuu + X | u| u | u | u + τ1 ( 22)

Y = Y v v + Y r r + Yvv + Yr r +

Y | v| v | v | v + Y | r| r | r | r ( 23)

N = N v v + N r r + Nvv + Nr r +

N | v| v | v | v + N| r| r | r | r + τ2 ( 24)

and if an experiment takes samples，replacing τ1 by e-
quation ( 7) and marking n1 | n1 | + n2 | n2 | as n0，e-
quation ( 21) will expand to rows as:

X1

X2

…
X
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( 25)

where the output y is determined via equations ( 18) ，

ε is a measurement noise term． Hence，an equation
linear in the vector of unknowns is obtained． Using e-
quations ( 24) ，the LS method can be applied to esti-
mate the coefficients vector θ =［X u，Xu，X | u | u，Cτ］

T in
the surge model through the equations as follows:

θ̂LS = ( HTH) －1HTy ( 26)

and the similar structures can be obtained in the sway
and yaw model．

4 System integration and simulation

This section is devoted to the description of the
system integration and simulation results which are pre-
pared for field experiments． To support the theory de-
velopment and algorithm validation，an USV prototype
has been developed by NWPU in 2010，as shown in
Fig 2．
4． 1 Mechatronic system

The USV system is designed with the following re-
quirements in mind:

· The generalized position，velocity，accelera-

·207·
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Fig． 2 NWPU USV prototype in testing

tion，and propeller revolution measurements should be
all obtained at one experiment to complete identifica-
tion．

·Sufficient control ability to support basic way-
points following and seakeeping is required． Therefore，

autonomous and accurate navigation must be ensured．
·Communication between the onboard computer

and ground control station should be available to allow
real-time monitoring and deploying missions．

To meet the requirements above，a mechatronic
system is developed for NWPU USV． Fig． 3 describes
the system integration structure that runs the USV both
in remote control and autonomous mode．

The Photonic Integrated Navigation System is in-
stalled at the vehicle to measure its 3D orientations，
velocities，and accelerations． These data are collected
by the onboard computer via serial ports． A global po-
sition system ( GPS ) is also connected to PHINS to
perform high accuracy inertial navigation．

A PC104 computer，running VxWorks operating
system is selected as the onboard processor． This com-
pact size computer is typically used for data acquisition
and real-time control missions，capable of communica-
ting with ground station by a full-duplex wireless mo-
dem． The monitoring computer can send control in-
structions and the predefined way-points to onboard
system，and the status of the vehicle can be also trans-
mitted back to the ground in time．

The main propulsion mechanism is composed of
two dc servomotors that drive thrusters． Each of them
is fitted with an encoder to measure the speed of pro-

Fig． 3 System integration of NWPU USV

peller revolution． Two 24V battery packs with power
managers are selected to power for the thrusters，and
other equipments such as onboard computer，PHINS，

GPS，modem，etc．
4． 2 Simulation

To validate the reliability and efficiency of the i-
dentification algorithms，and estimate the errors，suffi-
cient simulations are required before experiments． The
coefficients adopted from［12］ are used as true values
and compared with the estimated results by EKF
and LS．

The EKF and the LS are designed in two different
types according to the measurement． EKF method uses
velocity measurement y =［u，v，r］T as output vector，
while LS method uses velocity and acceleration meas-
urements y ( refer equation ( 25 ) ) as output vector．
Without loss of generality，the circular motion is select-
ed for the estimation． Two types of motion scenarios are
reviewed for accuracy as follows:

·307·
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·For EKF1，the initial state is set to be 20 for all
the velocities and unknown coefficients． The same ve-
locity and acceleration measurements are used in LS1．

·For EKF2，the initial state is set to be － 20 for
all the velocities and unknown coefficients． The same
velocity and acceleration measurements are used

in LS2．
·Fig． 4 ～ Fig． 6 compare the estimation results of

the coefficients in surge equation by EKF1 and EKF2，

the solid and dashed lines corresponding to the EKF1
and EKF2，respectively．

Fig． 4 Estimation results of Fig． 5 Estimation results of Fig． 6 Estimation results of
surge coefficient X u surge coefficient Xu surge coefficient X | u | u

As shown above，both EKF1 and EKF2 estimate
the coefficients with sufficient accuracy． However，the
initial state with a larger offset to true values of the co-
efficients leads to a slower convergence． For instance，

EKF2 performs a faster convergence than EKF1 in esti-
mating X u and X | u | u，since the initial state of the un-
knowns and its true values are both negative．

Table 3 The steady-state errors of

estimated coefficients( %)

Symbol EKF1 EKF2 LS1 LS2 Average
X u 0． 38 0． 32 4． 52 4． 72 2． 49
Xu 0． 06 0． 07 2． 28 2． 49 1． 23
X | u | u 0． 79 0． 39 4． 10 4． 85 2． 53
Y u 7． 84 5． 12 16． 33 16． 84 11． 53
Y r － － － － －
Yv 5． 07 4． 38 8． 94 9． 41 6． 95
Yr 3． 98 4． 87 9． 02 9． 37 6． 81
Y | v | v 9． 44 6． 91 19． 30 18． 55 13． 55
Y | r | r 8． 17 9． 02 14． 25 14． 04 11． 37
N u － － － － －
N r 2． 73 3． 25 6． 68 6． 40 4． 77
Nv 0． 31 1． 47 3． 27 3． 79 2． 21
Nr 1． 94 1． 90 4． 62 4． 40 3． 22
N | v | v 11． 72 9． 58 6． 88 6． 63 8． 70
N | r | r 1． 26 2． 55 2． 89 2． 44 2． 29

Average 4． 13 3． 83 7． 92 7． 99

The steady-state errors of all the estimated coeffi-

cients are given in Table 3． In general，the estimated
results by EKF show better performance than LS，as
demonstrated in terms of the average values of estima-
tion errors． It is mainly a result of ignorance of the in-
teraction between different degrees caused by LS meth-
od which is based on the uncoupled model structure． A
series of simulations seem to indicate that the estimated
results in sway direction，by both EKF and LS，contain
larger steady-state errors than other degrees，probably
owing to the lack of control input in the sway direction．
It has also shown that linear damping coefficients pre-
dicted by both methods have better accuracy than add-
ed mass and quadratic damping coefficients．

5 Conclusion

To obtain an accurate model and analyze the ma-
neuverability and controllability of an USV，the hydro-
dynamic coefficients are estimated based on EKF and
LS without any towing tank tests． We have addressed
the detailed identification methods as well as the sys-
tem integration of the NWPU USV for the task of path
following control and cooperative missions． Extensive
simulations have been carried out and the results clear-
ly demonstrate that proposed schemes provide sufficient
accuracy for identification of USVmodel． More precise-
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ly，it is found that in a coupled model EKF performs
better than LS for identification of hydrodynamic coeffi-
cients，using only onboard sensor data． Future work

will focus on the field experiments to obtain the true
model parameters and to validate the feasibility of the
methods further．
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